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SUMMARY ANALYSIS
HB 97 passed the House on March 12, 2014. The bill was amended by the Senate on April 29, 2014, and
subsequently passed the House on May 1, 2014.
The Access to Health Care Act (Act) was enacted to provide sovereign immunity to health care professionals
who contract with the state to provide free medical care for indigent persons. The contract must be for
“volunteer, uncompensated services” for the benefit of low-income recipients. Dentists and dental hygienists
licensed by the state are among those health care professionals that are protected by sovereign immunity
under the Act.
The bill allows a dentist or dental hygienist to accept reimbursement of some or all of an indigent patient's
dental laboratory costs without being considered to have accepted compensation, thus retaining sovereign
immunity protection. If a patient becomes ineligible for treatment under the Act, the bill allows a 30-day
transition period where the dental provider continues to be an agent of the state.
The Health Access Dental Program provides for limited licensure of certain out-of-state dentists for the purpose
of practice in health access settings. The statutory authority for the program is scheduled to be repealed on
January 1, 2015. The bill extends the repeal of the Health Access Dental Program until January 1, 2020.
The bill does not appear to have a fiscal impact on state or local governments.
The bill was approved by the Governor on June 13, 2014, ch. 2014-108, L.O.F., and will become effective on
July 1, 2014.
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I. SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION
A. EFFECT OF CHANGES:
Background
History of Sovereign Immunity
The legal doctrine of sovereign immunity prevents a government from being sued in its own courts
without its consent.1 According to United States Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, citing
the noted 17th century Hobbes work, Leviathan, “a sovereign is exempt from suit, not because of any
formal conception or obsolete theory, but on the logical and practical ground that there can be no legal
right as against the authority that makes the law on which the right depends.”2 State governments in
the United States, as sovereigns, inherently possess sovereign immunity.3
Sovereign Immunity in Florida
The Florida Constitution addresses sovereign immunity as follows:
Suits Against the State.—Provision may be made by general law for bringing suit
against the state as to all liabilities now existing or hereafter originating.4
The Florida Constitution grants “absolute sovereign immunity for the state and its agencies absent
waiver by legislative enactment or constitutional amendment.”5 The state has waived its sovereign
immunity in tort actions and the state may be liable to the same extent as a private individual under like
circumstances.6 However, the Legislature has capped damages in suits against the state.7 The current
cap on damages is $200,000 per person and $300,000 per incident.8
Exceptions to Sovereign Immunity in Florida
There are exceptions to the otherwise broad waiver of governmental tort immunity when the
government is performing a discretionary function and when the government has a public duty.9
Whether the particular facts of a case bring the case within one of these exceptions is complex. One
court described the problem as such: “Although these exceptions are somewhat elusive and are not
susceptible to neat formulations which fit all cases, the courts have nonetheless attempted to articulate
these exceptions in general terms.”10
Parties That May Claim Sovereign Immunity in Florida
As discussed above, the state has provided a limited waiver of sovereign immunity in some
circumstances. A party may sue the state or one of its agencies or subdivisions in a tort action.11 The
statutes define state agencies or subdivisions to include executive departments, the legislature, the
judicial branch, and independent establishments of the state, such as state university boards of

1

Black’s Law Dictionary, 3rd Pocket Edition, 2006.
Kawananakoa v Polyblank, 205 U.S. 349, 353 (1907).
3
See, e.g., Fla. Jur. 2d, Government Tort Liability, Sec. 1.
4
FLA. CONST., Art. X, s. 13.
5
Cir. Ct. of the Twelfth Jud. Cir. v. Dep’t of Natural Resources, 339 So.2d 1113, 1114 (Fla. 1976).
6
Section 768.28(1), F.S.
7
Section 768.28(5), F.S.
8
Id.
9
Seguine v. City of Miami, 627 So.2d 14, 16 (Fla. 3d DCA 1993).
10
Id.
11
Section 768.28(1), F.S.
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trustees, counties and municipalities, and corporations primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies
of the state, including the Florida Space Authority.12
Whether a corporation is primarily acting as an instrumentality or agency of the state primarily depends
on the level of governmental control over the performance and day-to-day operations of the
corporation.13 The analysis tends to be heavily fact-dependent, while also considering the intent of the
Legislature. For example, the University of Central Florida Athletics Association was found to have
sovereign immunity14 while the University of Florida’s Shands Hospital was not.15
An individual state employee or agent of the state is also immune if the employee is acting within the
scope of his employment so long as the acts are not done in bad faith or with a wanton and willful
disregard of human rights, safety or property.16 Florida law provides that many entities and individuals
that do not work directly for the state are acting as an instrumentality or agent of the state and thus
have sovereign immunity under certain circumstances. Among those are:






Department of Corrections-contracted health care providers;17
Department of Health-supervised regional poison control centers;18
Department of Transportation contractors, if the tort is not an automobile accident;19
Department of Juvenile Justice contractors;20 and
Health care professionals who contract to provide free medical care to indigent residents.21

Volunteer Health Services Program
The Access to Health Care Act (Act) was enacted to provide sovereign immunity to health care
professionals who contract with the state to provide free medical care for indigents.22 The contract must
be for “volunteer, uncompensated services” for the benefit of low-income recipients.23 Dentist and
dental hygienists licensed by the state are among those health care professionals that are protected by
sovereign immunity.24 To be protected, the governmental contractor must not accept compensation and
must provide written notice to each patient or the patient’s legal representative, which must be
acknowledged in writing, that the provider is covered under s. 768.28, F.S., for purposes of actions
related to medical negligence.25
The individual accepting services through this contracted provider may not have medical or dental care
coverage for the illness, injury, or condition in which medical or dental care is sought.26 The services
not covered under this program include experimental procedures and clinically unproven procedures.27
The governmental contractor has the authority to determine whether a procedure is covered.28

12

Section 768.28(2), F.S.
UCF Athletics Ass’n Inc. v. Plancher, 121 So.3d 1097, 1106 (Fla. 5th DCA 2013).
14
Id.
15
Shands Teaching Hospital & Clinics, Inc. v. Lee, 478 So.2d 77 (Fla. 1st DCA 1985). But see s. 768.28(10)(f), F.S.,
enacted by L.O.F. 2011-219, which grants sovereign immunity to teaching hospitals.
16
Section 768.28(9)(a), F.S.
17
Section 768.28(10)(a), F.S.
18
Section 768.28(10)(c), F.S.
19
Section 768.28(10)(e), F.S.
20
Section 768.28(11), F.S.
21
Section 766.1115(2), F.S.
22
Id.
23
Section 766.1115(3)(a), F.S.
24
Section 766.1115(3)(d)(13), F.S.
25
Section 766.1115(5), F.S.
26
Rule 64I-2.002, F.A.C.
27
Rule 64I-2.006, F.A.C.
28
Id.
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A provider’s government contractor must not receive compensation for any services provided under the
contract and “must not bill or accept compensation from the recipient, or any public or private thirdparty payer, for the specific services provided to the low-income recipients covered by the contract.”29
Additionally, the health care provider may not subcontract for the provision of services under the Act.30
In 2012-2013 there were a total of 13,543 licensed health care providers who were contractual agents
providing uncompensated services under the Act. Of these providers, approximately 1,501 were
licensed dentists or dental hygienists. Total goods and services provided by all contractual agents for
uncompensated care totaled approximately $294,427,678 in 2013.31
Health Access Dental Licenses
Current law allows certain experienced dentists licensed in another state to obtain a limited Health
Access Dental License in order to practice dentistry in a health access setting.32 The Health Access
Dental Licenses statutes are scheduled to be repealed as of January 1, 2015.33
Currently, there are a total of 54 health access dental licenses. Of those, 31 are in-state active, 5 are
in-state delinquent, 13 are out-of-state active, 3 are out-of-state inactive, and 2 are retired.34 According
to data collected by the Department of Health, 14 dentists with health access licenses are currently
practicing in county health departments.
Effect of Proposed Changes
The bill amends s. 766.1115, F.S., to provide that a health care provider that executes a contract with a
governmental contractor to deliver services to indigent patients as an agent of the state continues to be
an agent for 30 days after a patient is determined to be ineligible. This will allow for treatment of a
patient who becomes ineligible, due to a new job or some other factor, to continue for a limited time
until the patient can transition to another health care provider.
The bill allows a patient of a health care provider licensed under ch. 466, F.S. (dentists and dental
hygienists) receiving uncompensated services under the Act to make a monetary contribution toward
dental laboratory costs, so long as the contribution does not exceed the actual laboratory costs. The
monetary contribution is not considered compensation to the health care provider and, therefore, the
health care provider retains sovereign immunity protection.
29

Section 766.1115(3)(a), F.S.
Section 766.1115(4), F.S.
31
Volunteer Health Services Annual Report, Florida Department of Health, January 2014, accessible at:
http://www.floridahealth.gov/provider-and-partner-resources/getting-involved-in-public-health/volunteerism-volunteeropportunities/index.html (last visited May 2, 2014).
32
Section 466.0067, F.S. Section 466.003(14), F.S., defines “health access setting” as "a program or an institution of the
Department of Children and Family Services, the Department of Health, the Department of Juvenile Justice, a nonprofit
community health center, a Head Start center, a federally qualified health center or look-alike as defined by federal law, a
school-based prevention program, a clinic operated by an accredited college of dentistry, or an accredited dental hygiene
program in this state if such community service program or institution immediately reports to the Board of Dentistry all
violations of s. 466.027, s. 466.028, or other practice act or standard of care violations related to the actions or inactions
of a dentist, dental hygienist, or dental assistant engaged in the delivery of dental care in such setting."
33
Section 466.00673, F.S.
34
Florida Dept. of Health, Division of Medical Quality Assurance, Annual Report and Long Range Plan FY 2012-2013, 8,
available at http://www.floridahealth.gov/licensing-and-regulation/reports-and-publications/_documents/annual-report-1213.pdf (last visited Nov. 25, 2013). “In-State Active” means the licensed practitioner has a Florida mailing address and is
authorized to practice. “In-State Delinquent” means the licensed practitioner has a Florida mailing address and is not
authorized to practice in the state because of failure to renew the license by the expiration date. “Out-of-State Active”
means the licensed practitioner has an out-of-state mailing address and is authorized to practice. “Out-of-State Inactive”
means the licensed practitioner has an out-of-state mailing address and is not authorized to practice. “Retired” means the
licensed practitioner is not authorized to practice. The practitioner is not obligated to update licensure data. Id. at 10.
s. 456.036, F.S.
30
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The bill also amends s. 466.00673, F.S., to extend the repeal of the Health Access Dental License
statutes until January 1, 2020.

II. FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
A. FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE GOVERNMENT:
1.

Revenues:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on state revenues.

2. Expenditures:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on state expenditures.
B. FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
1. Revenues:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on local government revenues.
2. Expenditures:
The bill does not appear to have any impact on local government expenditures.
C. DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR:
The bill does not appear to have any direct economic impact on the private sector.
D. FISCAL COMMENTS:
None.
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